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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
Califomia. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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1 2 Positron Annihilation in Flight. = S. Colgate. 

The subject of the talk was based on two abstract reports which are 

quoted as follows~ 

lo UCRL=l791 (abstract), "The Annihilation of Positrons in 

Flight at 100 and 200 Mev11 , by Stirling A. Colgate and F. c. Gilbert: 

nThe two disappearances observed by Gilbert et aL of 200 Mev 

electrons in flight in nuclear emulsion prompted the following invest-

igation by counters of the general question of the annihilation in 

·flight of positrons and electronso A poor geometry absorption experi-

ment was performed ir Be and LiH in absorber~ thin compared to the 

processes multiple sca..ttering.ll single scattering and bremsstrahlungo 

Three small proportional ccrtp:ite;rs ,in a magn~tic fie~d :(ietermined the 

momentum of electrons or p'osi trons from a radiator in;. the bremsstrah-

lung beam of the Berkeley synchrotron. A fourth large counter backed 

up a small absorber and by anti=coincidence indicated the absorption 

of the particle. The cross section for the theoretically know process 

of annihilatio,q in flight by positrons at 200 Hev agreed with theory 

t 25 percent Q This cro.ss section is 1/2 that corresponding to the two 

events observed in nuclear emulsion above. The disappearance of elec-

trons in flight at 200 Hev was 1/4 the positron annihilation cross 

sectio~ and corresponded to the approximate bremsstrahlung lasso At 

100 Mev positron annihilationdoubled in agreement with theory arid 

electron disappearances were the same. Better statistics are anti-

cipated., 11 
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2o UCRL=l794 (abstract), 11The Use of Annihilation of Positrons in 
. . . 

Flight to Give a Peaked Gamma Ray Spectrumn~ by Stirling Ao Colgateg 

"The theoretical behavior of the annihilation of positrons in 

flight with a n.egati ve electron at rest was derived by Dirac o The 

total cross section at high energy is qualitatively checked by the 

experiment (above)~ so that the theoretical gamma ray spectrum can be 

relied upono This spectrum is strongly peaked at the high and low 

energy ends o In one=half the annihilation. events$ OPA of the two gamma 

rays h~s an energy greater than· E = E/1f "V2/(E = 1) where E is the 

total energy of the positrono The spectrum of annihilation plus brems-

strahlung for positrons passing through low Z materials is favorable 

from 10 Hev up to 200 Mev for threshold type experimentso 10 Mev posi,

trons passing through 1/2 em of LiH will give an annihilation spectrum 

peak 10 percent (full width and 50 times the intensity of the upper 

10 percent) of the bremsstrahlung spectrumo 200 Mev positrons passing 
. . . ~ . . - .. -

through 1/100 radiation length (30 em) of liquid hydrogen give a peak 

C, times the bremsstrahlung intensity and 3 percent wideo" 

IIa . Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Solutionso = Wo Garrisono 

The work is part of a program at Crocker ~boratory on radiation 

chemistry of aqueous solutions of organic substances for evaluation 

of radio biological phenomenao This talk was a review and an extention 

to other substances of the experimental procedure and deductions as 

presented in report UCRL=l657$ entitled "Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous 

Splutions Containing B.oth Ferrous Ion and Carbon Dioxide"~ by W o Mo 

Garrison and Go Ko Rollefson~ Jano S~ 1952o The summa~J of UCRL-1657 

is quoted herewith followed by a concluding paragraph concerning the 

progress of later work: 
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"The radiation of chemistry of acid ferrous sulphate solutions con= 

taining dissolved carbon dioxide [c14o) has been studied.,nsing high 

energy helium ions [35 Mev] from the cyclotron as the radiation source. 

The principal products .formed are ferric ion and hydrogen in a propor-

tion very close to two mols of ferric ion to one mol of hydrogen. A 

small fraction of the hydrogen is used to form reduction products of 

·carbon dioxideo The most important of these is formic acidj but there 

are also much smaller amo1mts of formaldehyde and oxalate produced. 

The format.e concentration approaches a definite limit asyrnprtotically 

and is proportional to the concentration of dissolved carbon dioxide. 

A proposed mechanism gives the rate law 

a = b (HCOOH) ('L,GO ) 
"- 3 

which fits the observed data over the entire range of observationo 11 

In experiments extended to include bombardments of cl4 labelled 

acetic acid in oxygen atmospheres definite evidence for the formation 

of succinic acid~ and later tricarball:tlic acid~ was established as 

shovn by npectra of the radiation counts of the eluent in comparison 

with knmv a.l.iquot solutions & The mechanism for the oxidation of. acetic 

acid is not known but hypotheses to explain the products .formed rr>.ay be 

madeo It is suspected that citric acid may be a possible product of 

the bombardment of tricarballylic acid due to the similarity in the 

structural formulao 

A fundamental part of the apparatus which makes these experiments 

possible is the glass target pump designed specifically for this worko 

Its construction and operation is the subject of a special report~ 




